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degree of evaluation
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The aim of the thesis was fulfilled.
logical construction of work
X
Thesis has not logical order as needed in bachelor thesis.
work with literature and citations
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Citations are not processed according to the current standards of APA (especially electronic resources).
adequacy of used methods
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Thesis has logical order as needed in bachelor thesis.
design of work (text, graphs, tables)
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Thesis is not well organized design, all the tables aren't easy to understand.
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3. Criteria of thesis classification:
depth of analysis of thesis
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4. Usefulness of the thesis outcomes:
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5. Comments and questions to answer:
The title of thesis doesn´t approval on main page with contents in theses.Format theses is poor. Tables are devided in two pages.
Some titles are entirely on very last line etc. Bibiography is not according alphabet. Quotation from a work are also not enough. On
page 56 in table 3.6.6. extension of the knee is not written in acording SFTR. Succasful defence will depend on author of the bachelor
thesis.
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